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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a demonstrable prototype of an
on-device cardiac monitoring system comprising bio-sensor module and
a low-powered microcontroller. Apart from measuring physiological vitals, the proposed system can classify abnormal heart rhythms on the microcontroller itself for low-cost 24x7 unobtrusive monitoring. A Convolutional Neural network (CNN) is duly optimized to run on the constrained
hardware platform for identification of normal, Atrial Fibrillation (AF)
and other abnormal rhythms from single-lead electrocardiogram (ECG)
signals. The system is successfully verified on offline dataset. It also reports promising accuracy when deployed for real-time health monitoring.
Keywords: TinyML · CNN · ECG analysis · Real-time system.
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Introduction

In recent times, the healthcare industry has seen a rapid transformation towards automation owing to the proliferation of artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning techniques. AI-based decision support systems are even used
in the intensive care units of the hospitals for various applications in cardiology like anomaly detection or prediction of intermittent abnormal rhythms from
24x7 electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings which are difficult to analyze manually. Machine learning algorithms are resource-hungry and hence large machine
learning jobs are typically done in the cloud. Streaming of healthcare data via
internet to the cloud has security and privacy risks. There may be delay in response due to network latency. The recent trend is to optimize large machine
learning models to effectively run on low-powered microcontrollers.
Commercial wearable devices like fitness-bands or smartwatches typically communicate with smartphones to offload the machine learning tasks. Although user
privacy is preserved, one still needs to carry the smartphone all the time which
is inconvenient for continuous monitoring. In this paper, we propose a prototype system for real-time on-device cardiac monitoring using single-lead ECG
and Photoplethysmogram (PPG) signals. The system can be used as a portable
stand-alone device for personal healthcare and continuous monitoring at home.
We design an optimized light weight Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for
ECG classification. The optimized model is ported to a small low-powered microcontroller which directly communicates with the ECG sensor. Apart from
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predicting Atrial Fibrillation (AF) and other abnormal rhythms which are considered as early signs of a cardiac arrest, the proposed system measures heart
rate and blood oxygen saturation level (SpO2) from PPG with high accuracy.
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Proposed System for Health Monitoring
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed on-device health monitoring system

Figure 1 shows a high-level block diagram of our proposed on-device health
monitoring system. MAX86150, an integrated PPG-ECG breakout board is used
for getting the data [1]. It can simultaneously record single-lead ECG and two
PPG signals using red and infrared optical emitters. Three metal electrodes,
connected to the breakout board via 3.5 mm jack are used to record single-lead
ECG from a person. The operating voltage is 1.8 V for the chip and 3.3 V for the
LEDs. The breakout board communicates with an Arduino Nano BLE 33 Sense
microcontroller for processing via I2C interface. The Arduino Nano development
board is widely recommended for TinyML applications. It has an operating voltage of 3.3 V. It comes with 32-bit ARM® CORTEX® -M4 processor at a clock
frequency of 64 MHz which is powerful enough to run optimized deep learning
models for inference. It has 1 MB of flash memory and 256 KB of Random
Access memory (RAM). The processed output is displayed on a 128x64 OLED
display which also communicates with the Arduino board via I2C interface. The
Arduino can also communicate with external devices via Bluetooth for sending
of recorded data or alert messages and downloading necessary updates.
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Brief Description of the Processing Algorithms

We first define a baseline deep CNN architecture for single-lead ECG classification. Subsequently, the model is optimized for microcontrollers. The baseline
CNN has 4 convolutional layers. 32 filters are used in the first convolutional
layer and the number of filters gets doubled in every following layer. The kernel
dimension is selected as 7x1 for 1D ECG signals. Depthwise separable convolution, proposed in the Mobilenets architecture [3] is used in our network, which
reduces the number of computations with a lesser number of trainable parameters for efficiently running the convolution operations on small edge devices.
Each convolutional layer is associated with a maxpool layer with a pooling dimension of 2x1. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function.
The final feature-map is flattened and applied to a dense layer with 64 neurons
followed by a softmax layer for classifying three classes- normal, AF and other
abnormal rhythms. Length of an input signal is selected as 9 seconds for decision
making. The baseline CNN is trained on the publicly available PhysioNet challenge 2017 database [2]. Model optimization is done in two steps. First, we apply
magnitude-based weight pruning to trim the smaller insignificant weights in the
baseline model. The baseline model is retrained in an iterative manner to add
40% of sparsity up to which no significant impact is found on the performance.
Finally, we quantize the pruned model weights and activation from 32-bit floating point to 8-bit integer by applying post training quantization. The optimized
model is 10x smaller than the baseline model with a size of 95 KB which is small
enough to run on the Arduino Nano. TensorFlow 2.8.0 is used to implement the
baseline model and the optimization is done using TensorFlow Lite.
Instantaneous heart rate and Sp02 are measured from PPG which measures the
volumetric blood flow in blood vessels through optical sensor and photodetector.
If b is the number of PPG pulses within a time-frame of T seconds, heart rate
(HR) is measured in bpm as, HR = b∗60
T . SpO2 is highly correlated with the
ACR
ACIR
ratio of modulation (R), which is given by, R = ( DC
)/( DC
). ACR , DCR ,
R
IR
ACIR and DCIR are the AC and DC components of the red and infrared PPG
channels. We define an equation, Sp02 = a ∗ R2 + b ∗ R + c. The parameters a,
b, c are obtained by fitting a linear regression on an in-house training dataset.
2.2

Deployment on Target Platform

Figure 2(a) shows a snapshot of our prototype system, and a sample waveform
of the three simultaneously recorded signals are shown in Figure 2(b). Three
metal electrodes are placed near the chest of a person via disposable pads for
recording of ECG. Red and infrared PPG are recorded by placing the tip of
right hand index finger on the optical sensor of the PPG-ECG breakout. All
three signals are sampled at 200 Hz for processing. The Arduino Nano board
is powered by a 9 V battery. Raw signals are passed through five-point moving
average filter to remove the high frequency noise components. The algorithms
run as continuous process. The system has a push button to start and end the
process. Heart rate and SpO2 are measured and displayed in every 3 seconds,
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(a) Prototype system

(b) Sample waveform

Fig. 2. Our prototype system for cardiac monitoring

whereas ECG classification is done in every 9 seconds. Average processing time
of a 9 seconds long ECG data is measured as 185 milli-seconds on the Arduino
board. A small video of the system is publicly available for viewing1 .
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Experimental Results and Conclusion

Currently, TensorFlow Lite has a limited number of supported deep network
layers for microcontrollers. Hence, the proposed network is kept simple enough
for effective optimization and porting to the target platform. The baseline ECG
classifier and the optimized model are evaluated on the PhysioNet Challenge
2017 database. The baseline model yields an average F1-score of 0.82 in detecting the three target classes (normal, AF and other abnormal rhythms) in a 5-fold
cross validation, which is similar to other approaches reported in literature [2].
The optimized model is 10x smaller and 6x faster than the baseline model with
a mere 1.5% drop in overall classification performance. The end-to-end system
is successfully tested on a small population of normal and diseased people with
above 90% accuracy. Regarding measurement of heart rate and SpO2, our system reports only 1% mean absolute difference with respect to an FDA-grade
commercial pulse-oximeter when tested on 20 different subjects.
The proposed system can be logically extended for predicting other diseases
having markers in ECG or PPG. However, PPG and single-lead ECG are highly
susceptible to external noise and motion artificts. As of now, the users are expected to remain still as much as possible while recording the data. We are
working on to incorporate on-device noise cancellation at the front-end so that
the system can be reliably used for measurements of physiological parameters
even during exercises. Another future research aspect is to predict an abnormal
cardiac rhythm well in advance which can be very useful in preventive medicine.
1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n06lLU98wbudpCcbIzzfI9vAsh5SEErw/view?usp=sharing
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